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Querying multigranular spatio-temporal objects

E. Camossi1 M. Bertolotto1 E. Bertino2

1 University College Dublin, Ireland !

2 Purdue University, Indiana, USA !!

Abstract. The integrated management of both spatial and temporal
components of information is crucial in order to extract significant knowl-
edge from datasets concerning phenomena of interest to a large variety of
applications. Moreover, multigranularity, i.e., the capability of represent-
ing information at di!erent levels of detail, enhances the data modelling
flexibility and improves the analysis of information, enabling to zoom-in
and zoom-out spatio-temporal datasets. Relying on an existing multi-
granular spatio-temporal extension of the ODMG data model, in this
paper we describe the design of a multigranular spatio-temporal query
language. We extend OQL value comparison and object navigation in
order to access spatio-temporal objects with attribute values defined at
di!erent levels of detail.

Key words: Spatio-temporal query language; Spatial and temporal gran-
ularities.

1 Introduction

As the available datasets are becoming increasingly large and often unnecessarily
detailed due to the development of sophisticated collection technologies, e!ec-
tive methods for presenting information to users are required. In such respect
approaches able to present the data at di!erent levels of detail (i.e., granular-
ities) represent an e!ective solution to facilitate the analysis when additional
details are only required for specific subsets of the data. For example, zoom-out
operations can improve the e"ciency of spatio-temporal data mining algorithms,
which are time consuming [1]. On the other hand, zoom-in operations can help
in refining the mining of specific data subsets. Multigranularity, multiresolution
and multiple representation have been investigated first for temporal data [5, 6],
and more recently for both spatial [2, 22] and spatio-temporal data [7, 12, 9, 20].

In particular, the ST ODMG data model [9] has been defined as extension
of ODMG [10], the reference model for object-oriented databases. ST ODMG
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models multigranular spatio-temporal values, relying on the definition of tem-
poral granularity proposed by Bettini et al. [6], which is commonly adopted by
the temporal databases and reasoning community. The model also relies on a
notion of spatial granularity compliant with the formalization of stratified map
spaces proposed by Stell and Worboys [26]. Moreover, unlike other multigranular
models, it incorporates a framework for the conversion of spatio-temporal values
at di!erent spatial and temporal granularities.

Since the e!ectiveness of a model greatly depends on the associated query
language, several spatio-temporal query languages have been developed [13, 15,
17, 19]. Among these approaches, in [13, 15] SQL:99 has been extended to spatio-
temporal support. The extension of SQL proposed by Chen and Zaniolo [13]
is based on user-defined spatio-temporal aggregates and functions in order to
minimize changes to SQL. Erwig et al. [15] propose an extension of SQL to
include spatio-temporal objects defined in terms of abstract data types relying
on the abstract framework defined in [18] for moving objects.

By contrast, the approaches by Huang and Claramunt [19] and by Gri"ths
et al. [17] define how to query spatio-temporal values in an object oriented
paradigm. Huang and Claramunt propose an OQL spatio-temporal extension
that includes spatio-temporal operators for evaluating spatial queries and topo-
logical relationships; Gri"ths et al. propose supporting queries against spatio-
temporal objects at application level.

This paper focuses on the access of multigranular spatio-temporal data, which
has not been discussed in the previous proposals. Specifically, we investigate the
impact of multigranularity on the specification and execution of spatio-temporal
queries. Spatio-temporal multigranularity may not be simply supported relying
only on data types and operators already available in object oriented and rela-
tional query languages: a specific query language must be designed in order to
support accesses to subsets of data that refer to spatio-temporal granules and
sets of granules, both explicitly and implicitly represented through constraints
against database values. Thus, simple expressions for representing temporal and
spatial granules at di!erent granularities must be provided. Furthermore, ex-
pressions in a multigranular query language must support multigranular spatio-
temporal comparison of attribute values. Moreover, since an attribute can be
accessed with granules at a di!erent granularity levels, a suitable set of value
conversions to convert spatio-temporal data at di!erent granularities has to be
integrated in the query language. Such conversions should support attribute val-
ues conversions according to the semantics of the attribute involved in the query.
Therefore the types of conversion should vary according to the data types and
the semantics of the represented information.

In this paper we propose a multigranular spatio-temporal query language
which provides specific solutions to these requirements; its design relies on the
multigranular model defined in [9]. The overall conceptual design of a multigran-
ular spatio-temporal model and query language addresses some important issues
related to spatio-temporal multigranularity. Taking advantage of the extension
capability given by the object oriented paradigm, this design can be applied to
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extend both object oriented and relational database models to support spatio-
temporal multigranularity.

The language herein presented extends OQL, the set-oriented content-based
query language associated with the ODMG data model, with features support-
ing queries against non-homogeneus multigranular spatio-temporal objects. The
two mechanisms supported by SQL for querying data, namely value comparison
and object navigation, have been extended with multigranular spatio-temporal
capabilities: we have extended the conventional path expressions in order to
query multigranular spatio-temporal objects, whose attributes can be accessed
according to given spatial and temporal elements [16], expressed at multiple
granularities.

Whenever attribute values at di!erent granularities have to be accessed and
compared in a multigranular path expression, multigranular conversions [9] are
applied to obtain values expressed at a common granularity. Throughout the
paper, the formalization we propose is described in details and its application is
illustrated through significative examples. Moreover, we specify the consistency
conditions for accessing multigranular spatio-temporal values.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the main
characteristics of the ST ODMG model. In Section 3 we specify how multigran-
ular spatio-temporal values are accessed, while in Section 4 we give some illus-
trative examples of multigranular spatio-temporal queries. The complete syntax
of ST ODMG queries is reported in the Appendix. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper outlining future research directions.

2 ST ODMG: a Multigranular Spatio-temporal Model

Granularities in ST ODMG are specified as mappings from an index set IS to the
power set of the T IME and the SPACE domains, respectively. T IME is totally
ordered. The supported SPACE domain is 2-dimensional (i.e., a proper subset
of R2). For instance, days, weeks, years are temporal granularities; meters,
kilometers, feet, yards, provinces and countries are spatial granularities.

Each subset of the temporal and spatial domains corresponding to a single
granularity mapping is referred to as a temporal or spatial granule, i.e., given
a granularity G and an index i ! IS, G(i) is a granule of G that identifies a
subset of the corresponding domain. Through granules we can specify the validity
spatio-temporal bounds of attribute values. For instance, we can say that a value
reporting the measure of the daily temperature in Dublin is defined for the first
and the second day of January 2000. The granules of interest for this example can
be identified by three textual labels: ‘01/01/2000”, ‘02/01/2000”, and ‘Dublin”,
that respectively identify two temporal and one spatial granules. The interior of
granules of the same granularity cannot overlap1. Moreover, non-empty temporal
granules must preserve the order given by the index set.

1 Temporal granules, according to the definition in [5], do not overlap, while spatial
granules can overlap on the granule boundaries.
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(a) 1945 (b) 1992

Fig. 1. Example of spatio-temporal geometric value

Spatial and temporal granularities are related by the finer-than relation-
ship [5]. Such a relationship formalises the intuitive idea that di!erent granulari-
ties correspond to di!erent partitions of the domain, and that, given a granule of
a granularity G, usually a granule of a coarser granularity H exists that properly
includes it. For example, granularity days is finer-than months, and granularity
months is finer-than years. Likewise, municipalities is finer-than countries. If
a granularity G is finer-than H , we also say that H is coarser-than G.

Beyond the conventional database values, an ST ODMG database schema
can include spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal values. 2-dimensional geo-
metric vector features can be represented. Multigranular spatial and temporal
data are uniformly defined as instances of two parametric types: SpatialSG(!)
and TemporalTG("), which are specified according to a granularity (spatial and
temporal, respectively) and an inner type. The inner type can be a type without
spatio-temporal characteristics, or a geometric type. Moreover, multigranular
spatio-temporal types are defined as compositions of Spatial and Temporal. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the changes of the political boundaries of Balkan nations in
di!erent historical periods. A legal ST ODMG type specification for this value
is Temporalyears(Spatialcountries(set"Polygon#)).

Granularity conversions are provided in order to represent data at the most
appropriate level of detail for a specific task, i.e., to increase or reduce the level
of detail used for data representation. In ST ODMG di!erent semantics can be
applied when converting values. The conversion of multigranular geometrical fea-
tures is obtained through the composition of model-oriented and cartographic
map generalisation operators [23] that guarantee topological consistency [4, 24],
an essential property for data usability. Refinement operators perform the in-
verse functions. Such operators are classified according to the type of conversion
applied [9]. For example, merge operators merge adjacent features of the same
dimension into a single one, while splitting operators subdivide single features
in adjacent features of the same dimension. Other supported operators perform
contraction and thinning (whose inverse is expansion); abstraction and simplifi-
cation (whose inverse is addition).

On the other hand, the model provides also operators for converting quanti-
tative (i.e., not geometrical) attribute values, both temporal and spatial. These
conversions are classified in families according to the semantics of the operation
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performed: selection (e.g., projection, main, first), and aggregation (e.g., sum,
average) convert values to coarser representation; their inverse functions, re-
striction and splitting, convert attribute values to finer representations, according
to downward hereditary property [25] or according to a probability distribution,
respectively. The di!erent semantics we provided for converting spatio-temporal
values at finer granularities have been introduced to address indeterminacy and
imprecision that a!ect such type of conversion.

Granularity conversions have been proven to return legal values of the type
system defined [9]. Moreover, those that generalize geometric attribute values
to coarser spatial granularities have been proven preserve the semantics of the
spatio-temporal data represented [9].

3 Multigranular Spatio-temporal Queries

The query language we propose extends value comparison and object naviga-
tion paradigms of OQL [10] to support multigranular spatio-temporal values.
Multigranular spatio-temporal path expressions are the key concept of the re-
sulting language: indeed, they are used to specify multigranular spatio-temporal
queries. The access to multigranular class attributes is performed according to
spatial and temporal elements and expressions, which specify portions of SPACE
and T IME domains at a given granularity, in explicit or implicit form, respec-
tively. Whenever path expressions involve di!erent granularities, during their
evaluation granularity conversions described in the previous section are applied.
In the remaining of the section, multigranular spatial and temporal elements,
expressions, and path expressions are described.

3.1 Spatial and temporal elements and expressions

Temporal elements have been formally introduced by Gadia [16], and then ex-
tended with respect to temporal granularities by Bertino et al. [3]. In a multi-
granular model, a temporal or spatial element is a set of granules expressed at
the same granularity. For instance, {1999, 2000, 2001}years is a temporal element
at granularity years, whereas {Roma, Berlin, Zurich}municipalities is a spatial el-
ement at granularity municipalities. Temporal and spatial elements can be con-
verted to di!erent granularities. Let #H be a temporal (respectively, a spatial)
element, with temporal (respectively, spatial) granularity H . Let G be a temporal
(respectively, spatial) granularity, such that G $ H or H $ G, then G(#H) de-
notes the conversion of #H to granularity G. For instance, months({1999, 2000,
2001})years denotes the temporal element at granularity months {January 1999,
February 1999, · · · , December 2001}months.

Temporal and spatial elements at the same granularity can be combined
by using the convential set operators: complement (\), intersection (%), and
union (&). Moreover, operators first and last, relying on the order of temporal
granules, can be applied to temporal elements. For instance, first({1999, 2000,
2005}years) returns the year 1999.
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Temporal and spatial elements can be represented explicitly, as in the pre-
vious examples, or implicitly, by means of temporal and spatial expressions. Ex-
pressions represent conditions that are evaluated on database objects. Intuitively,
the temporal and spatial elements resulting from temporal and spatial expres-
sions specify when and where such conditions are satisfied. Conditions are spec-
ified through temporal and spatial variations of conventional comparison opera-
tors (i.e., =, <>, <, >, <=, >=) and binary topological relationships as defined
by Egenhofer and Franzosa [14] (i.e., equal, disjoint, meet, overlap, contains,
inside, cover, coveredby). For instance, each temporal comparison operator (i.e.,
=T ,<>T ,<T ,>T ,<=T ,>=T ) compares (spatio-)temporal and conventional val-
ues, and the resulting temporal expression represents the set of instants when the
comparison is satisfied. Analougously, spatial expressions involving spatial com-
parison operators (i.e., =S,<>S ,<S,>S ,<=S,>=S) specify where a comparison
is satisfied. Consider for example the spatio-temporal value:
v = {!2004, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries",

!2007, {!France,‘Fillon’", !United Kingdom,‘Brown’"}countries"}years.

The temporal expression v =T ‘Brown’ returns the temporal element {2007}years,
whereas the spatial expression v =S ‘Brown’ returns the spatial element {United
Kingdom}countries.

Similarly, temporal and spatial variations of topological relationships are pro-
vided. For instance, equalsT , disjointT , meetT , overlapsT , containsT , insideT

can be applied between spatio-temporal values: the resulting temporal expres-
sions represent the set of instants when the values satisfy the topological relation-
ships. By contrast, equalsS, disjointS , meetS, overlapsS , containsS , insideS

are applied between spatial and spatiotemporal values, and return where the
specified topological relationships are satisfied.

3.2 Spatio-temporal access and path expressions

Spatio-temporal path expressions are extension of conventional path expressions
as used in object-oriented languages and models: the access to object attribute
values is specified also according to temporal and spatial elements as described
in the previous section. The access to conventional object attribute values is
obtained through the usual postfix dot notation. To specify the access to spatio-
temporal attribute values the ' operator is provided. As in conventional path
expressions, the nesting of attribute accesses is allowed, and internal nodes in a
path expression must result in single object identifiers.

Example 1. We define an object type for describing geographical historical maps.
For each map the information recorded includes the political boundaries, the
capital and the name of the head of government of each country. The definition
of class Map in ST ODMG syntax is as follows:
class Map ((extent Maps, key ...) {
attribute Temporalyears(Spatialcountries(set!Polygon")) boundaries {...};
attribute Temporalyears(Spatialcountries(Point)) capitals {...};
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attribute Temporalyears(Spatialcountries(string)) head of government {...};
};

Consider object o of type Map and value v of attribute head of government such
that:
v = {!2004, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries",

!2005, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !Germany,‘Merkel’",
!United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries",
!2007, {!France,‘Fillon’", !Germany,‘Merkel’",
!United Kingdom,‘Brown’"}countries"}years.

Then, the temporal path expression o.head of goverment ' {2007}years re-
turns the spatial value: {"France,‘Fillon’#, "Germany,‘Merkel’#, "United King-
dom,‘Brown’#}countries.
By contrast, the spatial path expression o.head of goverment ' {France}countries

returns the temporal value: {"2004,‘Ra!arin’#, "2007,‘Fillon’#}years. !

Whenever the spatial or temporal element involved in a spatio-temporal path
expression includes more than one granule, the access results in a subset of the
specified attribute value that corresponds to the restriction of the attribute value
to the given element, as illustrated in the following Example.

Example 2. Given object o and value v of Example 1, the temporal path ex-
pression o.head of goverment ' {2004, 2005}years returns the spatio-temporal
value:
v = {!2004, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries",

!2005, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !Germany,‘Merkel’",
!United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries"}years.

Moreover, the spatial path expression o.head of goverment ' {France, United
Kingdom}countries returns the spatio-temporal value:
v! = {!2004, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries",

!2005, {!France,‘Raffarin’", !United Kingdom,‘Blair’"}countries",
!2007, {!France,‘Fillon’", !United Kingdom,‘Brown’"}countries"}years. !

Given a spatio-temporal path expression, the following consistency property
holds.

Property 1. (Spatio-temporal path expression consistency) Given object o, at-
tribute a defined for o, and (temporal or spatial) element el, the access o.a ' el
resulting in value v verifies the following consistency conditions:

If a is a temporal (spatial) attribute and
– el is a spatial (temporal) element, o.a ' el is undefined;
– el is a temporal (spatial) element including a single granule, v is a con-

ventional i.e., non-temporal (non-spatial) value;
– el is a temporal (spatial) element including two or more granules, v is a

temporal (spatial) value;
If a is a spatio-temporal attribute and

– el is a temporal element including a single granule, v is a spatial value;
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– el is a spatial element including a single granule, v is a temporal value;
– el is a spatial element including two or more granules, v is a spatio-

temporal value. !

Whenever the granularity in a spatio-temporal path expression di!ers from
that of the value accessed, a granularity conversion is applied. To apply a gran-
ularity conversion, the starting and the target granularities must be related
according to the finer-than relationship. If for the attribute being accessed a
suitable granularity conversion has been defined in the database schema, such a
conversion is applied. Otherwise, we can specify which conversion to apply in the
path expression by using the access operator of the form 'gconv, where gconv is
a granularity conversion. To avoid conflicts, granularity conversions specified in
path expressions take precedence over those specified in the schema. This enables
to convert attribute values according to di!erent semantics. Moreover, even if
not required to perform the access, the application of an existing granularity
conversion can be forced by specifying the access operator in the form 'G, where
G is the target granularity of the conversion. For instance, when performing a
temporal access, the value can be conveniently converted to a di!erent spatial
granularity, and vice versa, to format the access result.

Example 3. Given value v for attribute head of government of Example 1, the
access o.head of goverment 'lastyears!decades {2000-2009}decades returns the spa-
tial value:
{!France,‘Fillon’", !Germany,‘Merkel’", !United Kingdom,‘Brown’"}countries.

To perform such an access, value v has been first converted to granularity
decades according to the granularity conversion lastyears!decades. Then, the
resulting spatio-temporal value has been accessed according to the temporal
element {2000-2009}decades. !

4 Querying Multigranular Spatio-temporal Objects

The spatio-temporal query language described in the previous section extends
the OQL syntax [10] to multigranular spatio-temporal path expressions as de-
scribed above. Queries have the usual OQL select-from-where form. According
to the OQL specification, spatio-temporal path expressions can be used in the
target list to specify the data to retrieve, and in the where clause to express the
conditions against multigranular spatio-temporal objects.

The complete syntax for the specification of multigranular spatio-temporal
queries is presented in the Appendix. In this section, we describe its application
through some illustrative examples, emphasizing the use of granularity conver-
sions when querying multigranular attribute values. In particular, we focus on
the access to spatio-temporal values, performed converting both spatio-temporal
elements and attribute values. The access to temporal and spatial values follows
straightforwardly. Moreover, we demonstrate the expressiveness of the spatio-
temporal extensions of comparison and topological operators, which can be used
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to restrict the constraints used in the search, as well as to characterize the query
results.

In these examples, the database schema including the class Map of Example 1
is extended with class Flight, representing passenger aircrafts. For each flight
performed by an aircraft, we record its flight number, the departure and arrival
airports, and the name of the pilot who flew the plane. Moreover, we record the
spatial location of the aircraft during the flight. According to this specification,
the class Flight in ST ODMG is defined as follows:

class Flight (extent Flights, key ..) {
attribute Temporalminutes(string) flightNum;

attribute Temporalminutes(string) departure;

attribute Temporalminutes(string) arrival;

attribute Temporalhours(string) pilot {
mainhours"months, restrhours"minutes };

attribute Temporalminutes(Spatialmeters(set!Region")) trips {
r mergemeters"provinces, r contrprovinces"countries };

};

In particular, the spatio-temporal attribute trips reports the spatial location
of the aircraft over time. For such attribute two spatial multigranular conversions
have been specified, which support converting the aircraft location from the spa-
tial granularity meters to the spatial granularity provinces, and from provinces
to countries. The first conversion specified, i.e., r merge, merges multiple re-
gions in order to give the spatial representation of the aircraft with respect to a
single region; by contrast, r contr (i.e., region contraction), collapses regions in
single points preserving topological consistency.

Other conversions have been specified for the temporal attribute pilot.
Granularity conversion main converts the temporal value of this attribute to
granularity months selecting the more frequent pilot name recorded for each
month; by contrast, granularity conversion restr converts the same values to
finer granularity minutes by applying the downward hereditary property [25],
according to which if a multigranular value assumes the value v in a granule g,
value v also refers to any finer granule g" included in g. For instance, given a
value representing the address of a person, defined with temporal granularity
years, each value referring to a year Y is the valid address of that person for
every day of year Y .

Given the above specification for class Flight, the following query retrieves
(the names of) the pilots flying the flight with number ‘AZ555’ during December
2007:

select distinct a.pilot # hours({12/2007}months)

from Flight f

where f.flightNum # minutes({12/2007}months) = ‘AZ555’

We can further refine the query asking which pilot has more often flown such
a flight, during the same period of time. The query has to be modified as follows:
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select a.pilot # {12/2007}months

from Flight f

where f.flightNum # minutes({12/2007}months) = ‘AZ555’

The granularity conversion main is automatically applied for converting the value
of attribute pilot to granularity months. According to the semantics of this
conversion, the value of pilot occurring more often in the selected month is the
value for this month.

Beyond quantitative queries, multigranular spatio-temporal expressions that
return geometric data can also be defined. For example, what follows is an exam-
ple of a more complex query which retrieves the capitals and the corresponding
countries that have been flown over by flight number ‘AZ555’ flown on Christmas
2007:

select distinct m.capitals,

(f.trips#countries((f.flightNum# minutes({25/12/2007}days))=T ‘AZ555’))

<>S $
from Map m, Flight f

where f.flightNum # minutes({25/12/2007}days) = ‘AZ555’ and

f.trips # minutes({25/12/2007}days) overlapsS

m.capitals #restryears!days {25/12/2007}days.

Starting from the where clause, the topological test:

f.trips # minutes({25/12/2007}days) overlapsS

m.capitals #restryears!days {25/12/2007}days

compares two spatial values at granularity countries. The first value represents
the trajectory of aircrafts, given through the position of their centroid over time,
which is returned executing the temporal access on attribute trips. The tempo-
ral element specified for the access is given at granularity minutes as expected
for such attribute, but granularity conversions r merge and r contr, defined
in class Flight, are applied to convert its value to granularity countries. The
result is further refined thanks to the access to attribute flightNum specified
in the where clause. This spatial value is compared in the topological test with
the capitals of the countries represented in some map on Christmas 2007, which
are returned accessing attribute capitals. Note that the spatio-temporal value
of attribute capitals is converted from granularity years to granularity days
before evaluating the expression by appling granularity conversion restr, which
supports downward hereditary property [25]. The spatial element resulting from
the topological comparison includes the granules at granularity countries where
the trajectories of the aircraft overlapped some country capitals.

To answer the query, however, this value is not su"cient, and we can note no
attribute is defined in the database schema to represent the countries given in the
maps. However, this information is implicitly stored because of the multigranular
support, and through multigranular spatio-temporal path expressions we can
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make it explicit. Indeed, the required value is obtained by the spatial expression
specified in the target list:
(f.trips #countries

((f.flightNum # minutes({25/12/2007}days))=T ‘AZ555’)) <>S $
This path expression is a little more complex than the previous ones: we have
two nested path expressions, and a temporal and a spatial expression. First, the
temporal path expression f.flightNum ' minutes({25/12/2007}days) returns
the flight numbers of the flights flown during Christmas 2007. This value (let
it be v) is temporally compared with the flight number ‘AZ555’: the temporal
expression v =T ‘AZ555’ returns the temporal element at granularity minutes
specifying the exact time of occurrence for the flight ‘AZ555’ during Christmas
2007. Then, this temporal element, namely te, is used to access the attribute
trips in the temporal path expression f.trips 'countries te. This temporal
access returns the trips performed by the flight already selected through the
where clause during the period of time specified by temporal element te. Before
performing the access, the value of trips is converted at spatial granularity
countries by appliying granularity conversions r merge and r contr. The spatial
value at granularity countries resulting from the access (let it be v") is then
involved in the spatial comparison v"<>S (. This straightforward comparison
simply returns the spatial element including the granules where v" is defined, at
granularity countries, which at the end represents the (granules of) countries
whose capitals have been flown over by the aircrafts selected through the where
clause.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have defined a multigranular spatio-temporal object oriented
query language. The language is based on the spatio-temporal model we previ-
ously defined in [9]. The query language extends OQL, the ODMG query lan-
guage, to support multigranular spatio-temporal access. The access to spatio-
temporal values is given in terms of spatial and temporal elements and ex-
pressions. Their use in multigranular spatio-temporal path expressions, com-
bined with multigranular conversions, allows one to access and compare spatio-
temporal values expressed at di!erent granularities.

Unlike previous work on spatio-temporal query languages, in this paper we
provide a formalization that addresses several important issues arising from
the introduction of spatio-temporal multigranularity. Despite the importance
of multigranularity and of the integrated management of spatio-temporal in-
formation, no currently available DBMS include suitable tools for dealing with
spatio-temporal data at di!erent levels of detail. The overall design proposed
in [9] and in this paper is suitable for the development of both object-oriented
and relational multigranular spatio-temporal models and query languages. Our
design relies on ODMG and the related query language OQL: the features we
introduce to support spatio-temporal multigranularity extend the model type
systems with specific types and suitable operators for handling time and space,
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as well as spatial and temporal granularities. Accordingly, the model Data Def-
inition Language, value comparison and object navigation have been extended
to support multigranular spatio-temporal types and expressions.

The work presented in this paper can be refined and extended in di!erent
ways. First of all, we plan to develop a software prototype to assess the e!ec-
tiveness and to test the performance of our approach. In this respect, a suitable
indexing system for spatio-temporal values (such as the one proposed in [8] for
dealing with the expiration of historical values, and the one proposed in [27]), an
e"cient representation for those values to support value coalescing, and an e"-
cient implementation for granularity conversions, are desirable. Moreover, in or-
der to build a comprehensive spatio-temporal information system, conventional
spatial operations, like intersections and overlay, should be integrated in the
formalization provided. Finally, we plan to extend spatio-temporal comparison
operators to support qualitative semantics both for time and space.
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Appendix: Syntax of multigranular spatio-temporal queries

In the following, we report the syntax of ST ODMG queries in Backus-Naur form.
<query> ::= select [distinct] <target list> from <q source> where

<search condition>;
<target list> ::= [<target list>, ] <value>
<q source> ::= [<q source>] class name class alias
<search condition> ::= [not] <cond> |

<search condition> <bin bool op> <search condition>
<value> ::= [<path>].value | <conv value> | <t value> | <s value> | <st value>
<path> ::= object name.<internal path>
<internal path> ::= [<internal path>.]attribute name
<conv value> ::= conv attr name | <t value> #[<g conv>] t granule | [not] <conv value> |

<s value> #[<gconv>] s granule | <conv value> <bin op> <conv value> |
<t value> <comp op> <conv value> | <s value> <comp op> <conv value>

<t value> ::= temp value | temp attr name [<t access>] | [not] <t value> |

<t value> <bin op> <t value> | <st value> #[<g conv>] s granule
<s value> ::= spat value | spat attr name [<s access>] | [not] <s value> <s value>|

<bin op> <s value> |<st value> #[<g conv>] t granule
<st value> ::= spatio-temp value | st attr name [<access>]
<access> ::= <s access> | <t access>
<t access> ::= #[<g conv>] <temp elem>
<temp elem> ::= explicit temp elem | <t expr> | t gran name (<temp elem>) |

first(<temp elem>) | last(<temp elem>)
<t expr> ::= <temp value> <bin opT > <conv value>
<s access> ::= #[<g conv>] <spat elem>
<spat elem> ::= explicit spat elem | <s expr> | s gran name (<spat elem>)
<s expr> ::= <spat value> <bin opS > <conv value>
<bin op> ::= <comp op> | <toprel> | <arithm op> | <bool op> | <set op>
<arithm op> ::= + | - | / | *
<bool op> ::= and | or
<set op> ::= \ | $ | %
<comp op> ::= = | <> | < | > | <= | >=
<toprel> ::= equal | disjoint | meet | overlap | contains | inside | cover | coveredby
<bin opT > ::= <comp opT > | <toprelT >
<comp opT > ::= =T | <>T | <T | >T | <=T | >=T

<toprelT > ::= disjointT | meetT | overlapsT | equalsT | containsT | insideT |
coverT | coveredbyT

<bin opS > ::= <comp opS > | <toprelS >
<comp opS > ::= =S | <>S | <S | >S | <=S | >=S

<toprelS > ::= disjointS | meetS | overlapsS | equalsS | containsS| insideS|
coverS| coveredbyS

Non terminal symbols conv attr name, spatial attr name, temporal attr name, st-
attr name are names for conventional, spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal attributes,
while attr name is a generic attribute name, used in a nested path. Nested paths must
result in a single object identifier; temp value, spat value, spatio-temp value are ex-
plicit temporal, spatial and spatiotemporal values, respectively; class name is a class
name, and class alias is the class alias. s granule and t granule are a spatial and a
temporal granule, respectively; t gran name and s gran name are a temporal and a
spatial granularity name, respectively; explicit temp element and explicit spat element
are a temporal and a spatial element, respectively, represented explicitly. Terminal
elements <temp elem> and <spat elem>, when referred to in temporal and spatial
access (<t access> and <s access>), include more than one granule. Finally, termi-
nal element <g conv> is a granularity conversion. Note that <g conv>, when applied
in attribute access, represents a granularity conversion that should be applicable to the
attribute value.


